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Introduction 

T his article is part of a continuing series in 
High Power Rocketry Magazine on the solid 
rocket motor. In this series solid propellant 

selection and characterization, internal ballistics 
and grain design, erosive burning design criteria, 
and solid rocket motor performance analysis and 
prediction will be covered in extensive detail. 
Previous installments of this series were published 
in the following issues of High Power Rocketry 
Magazine; Performance Analysis of the Ideal Rocket 
Motor (in retrospect Part "0" of the series), in the 
January 1997 issue; Parts 1 and 2, Solid Propellant 
Selection and Characterization, in the February (A) 
2001 and February (B) 2001 issues; Part 3, Solid 
Propellant Grain Design and Internal Ballistics, in 
the OctoberINovember 2002 issue; and Parts 4 and 
5, Departures Jom Ideal Performance for Conical 
Nozzles and Bell Nozzles, Straight- Cut Throats and 
Rounded Throats, in the October 2004 and 
November 2004 issues. 

In this installment of the series erosive burning 
design criteria for high power and experimental1 
amateur solid rocket motors will be presented. 
Design criteria for motors that will essentially burn 
non-erosive, and design criteria for maximum rec- 
ommended erosive burning will be presented. 
Combined core Mach numberlcore mass flux erosive 
burning design criteria will be presented which will 
allow the effective design of non-erosive and erosive 
solid rocket motors whether the motor propellant is 
sensitive to velocity-based or mass flux-based ero- 
sive burning. Of particular interest to high power 
and experimentallamateur rocketeers is that these 
erosive burning design criteria will allow the 
Length-to-Diameter ratio (LID) of high power and 
experimentallamateur solid rocket motors to be 

increased, or will allow an increase in the amount of 
propellant installed in a motor for a given motor 
LID, increasing the motor installed performance in 
minimum diameter rockets andlor increasing the 
motor total impulse. Finally, a constant core mass 
flux core design will be presented that once a given 
level of erosivity or non-erosivity for the motor has 
been set, will allow a further increase in the motor 
LID or motor installed propellant, and hence an even 
greater increase in motor performance. 

The present author would like to give special 
thanks to Derek Deville from Environmental 
Aerosciences Corporation (EAC) for providing core 
mass flux erosive burning data from propellant 
characterization tests performed as part of the 
development of the solid rocket motor for the CSXT 
project, and Gary Rosenfield of AeroTech, Inc. and 
RCS Rocket Motor Components, Inc., for providing 
motor drawings from the RCS Resource Library 
Compact Disk (CD), modified versions of which were 
used in several of the figures in this article. 

Erosive Burning 

When high velocity or high mass flow rate hot gas 
from upstream combustion passes over a down- 
stream burning surface in a solid rocket motor a 
local increase in propellant burning rate results. 
This local increase in propellant burning rate is 
called erosive burning. The propellant burning rate 
(r,) in a particular location in a solid rocket motor 
consists of the non-erosive burning rate (r,), and an 
addition to the burning rate due to erosive burning 
(re). 

Where: 

rb = propellant burning rate, mlsec (inlsec) 
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re = addition to propellant burning rate due to 
erosive burning, m/sec (inlsec) 

ro = non-erosive propellant burning rate, 
m/sec (inlsec) 

The non-erosive propellant burning rate is a func- 
tion of chamber pressure. The most widely used 
analytical expression for the non-erosive propellant 
burning rate as a function of chamber pressure is de 
Saint Robert's law (Eq. (2)). 

Where: 

a = coefficient of pressure, also called burning 
rate constant 

n = burning rate pressure exponent 

pc = chamber pressure, Pa (lb/in2) 

The coefficient of pressure (also called the burn- 
ing rate constant) and the pressure exponent for the 
propellant are part of what is known as the propel- 
lant internal ballistic characteristics, which are 
empirically measured characteristics of the propel- 
lant, and which vary from propellant to propellant. 

There are two basic types of erosive burning; 
velocity-based erosive burning and mass flux-based 
erosive burning. Some propellants are more sensi- 
tive to the effect of the velocity of the hot gas flow- 
ing over the burning surface of the propellant 
(velocity-based erosive burning), some propellants 
are more sensitive to the effect of the mass flux of 
the hot gas over the burning surface (mass flux- 
based erosive burning). Mass flux is the mass flow 
rate per square inch of port area (core cross-section- 
al area) flowing over the propellant burning surface. 
Mass flux is calculated by taking the propellant 
mass flow rate from the burning surfaces upstream 
of the location for which the mass flux is being 
determined, divided by the port area at  the location 
for which the mass flux is being determined. 

Where: 

A, = port area (core cross-sectional area), 
m2 (in2) 

G = mass flux, kglsec-m2 (lblsec-in2) 
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f irb = propellant mass flow rate upstream of mass 
flux location, kglsec (lblsec) 

r, = core radius (circular port), m (in) 

As will be seen for velocity-based erosive burning 
the speed of the gas flow over the propellant burn- 
ing surface will be characterized based on Mach 
number rather than velocity, as the Mach number 
can be directly tied to the motor core geometry and 
thus is a more intuitive and more direct parameter 
to track for velocity-based erosive burning. Whether 
the erosive burning of a propellant is velocity- 
dependent or mass flux-dependent can only be 
determined from erosive burning characterization 
tests. 

The approach that will be presented in this article 
is the use of combined Mach number-based and 
mass flux-based erosive burning design criteria to 
assist in the design of solid rocket motors that have 
either essentially no erosive burning, or a reason- 
able amount of erosive burning for maximum per- 
formance with good design margins for safe opera- 
tion of the motor. Since combined Mach number- 
based (replacing velocity) and mass flux-based ero- 
sive burning design criteria are used, these design 
criteria can be used for either velocity-sensitive or 
mass flux-sensitive erosive burning propellants, or 
for propellants where the sensitivity of the propel- 
lant to velocity-based and mass flux-based erosive 
burning has not yet been determined. 

Erosive Burning Motor Design Issues 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the solid rocket 
motor design issues that arise from erosive burning. 
From Figure 1 one of the primary high power and 
experimentallamateur rocket design techniques to 
maximize performance for minimum diameter rock- 
ets is to place the maximum motor total impulse 
behind the smallest possible rocket frontal area, 
producing the minimum aerodynamic drag for the 
rocket. The installed total impulse is maximized in 
the rocket for a given frontal area by lengthening 
the motor; i.e., by increasing the motor Length-to- 
Diameter ratio (LID). Thus a primary question for 
the high power or experimentallamateur solid rock- 
et motor designer is how high of an LID can the 
motor be designed to; how much can the motor 
length be increased for a given motor diameter. 

As will be seen later in this article, velocity-based 
erosive burning is a function of the port area (the 
core cross-sectional area) divided by the throat area 
(the port-to-throat area ratio). The lower the port-to- 
throat area ratio, the higher the velocity-based ero- 



Erosive Burning Motor Design Issues - 1 

High Length-to-Diameter (UD) Motors lncrease Rocket Flight Performance. 

Maximizes Total Impulse within a Given Frontal Area, 
Minimizes Aerodynamic Drag in Minimum Diameter Rockets. 

Keeping the Core Diameter the Same, How Much Can Motor Length Be Increased 
Motor Propellant Grain Length is Increased. . For a Given Motor Diameter? 

For Velocity-Based Erosive Burning: 

1) lncreased Propellant Grain Length 
lncreases Propellant Surface Area. 

2) For Same K,, , lncreased Propellant Surface 
Area Requires lncrease in Throat Area (Ath). 

3) lncreased Throat Area Approaches 
Port Area (Ap, the Core Cross-Sectional Area). 
Port-to-Throat Area Ratio (APIAth) Decreases, 
Core Mach Number Increases, lncreased 
Velocity-Based Erosive Burning. 

Figure I. Erosive Burning 

sive burning, From Figure 1, when the motor length 
is increased for a given motor diameter (the motor 
LID is increased), the motor grain length increases 
which increases the motor propellant burning sur- 
face area. If the motor K, (the propellant burning 
surface area divided by the throat area, A,/A,) is 
kept constant to maintain the same motor chamber 
pressure, as the propellant burning surface area is 
increased the motor throat area will have to 
increase to maintain the same motor K,. If the 
motor core diameter is held constant, as the motor 
throat area is increased with the same port area, the 
port-to-throat area ratio will be decreased. This 
reduced port-to-throat area ratio will increase veloc- 
ity-based erosive burning, which will set a limit to 
how much the motor lerigth (and motor LID) can be 
increased. 

As will be seen later in this article, mass flux- 
based erosive burning is a function of the core mass 
flux G (Eq. (3)) ,  the mass flow rate in the core divid- 
ed by the port area (the core cross-sectional area). 
The higher the core mass flux, the higher the mass 
flux-based erosive burning. From Figure 1, when the 
motor length is increased for a given motor diame- 

For Mass Flux-Based Erosive Burning: 

I) lncreased Propellant Grain Length lncreases 
Propellant Surface Area. 

2) lncreased Propellant Surface Area lncreases 
Mass Flow Rate Down Core. 

3) With Same Core Diameter, Port Area (Core Cross- 
Sectional Area) Remains the Same. 
lncreased Core Mass Flow Rate through Same 
Core Cross-Sectional Area Results in 
lncreased Core Mass Flux, lncreased Mass 
Flux-Based Erosive Burning. 

Motor Design Issues - I. 
ter, the increased motor grain length will increase 
the propellant burning surface area, increasing the 
mass flow rate in the core. If the motor core diame- 
ter is held constant, when this increased mass flow 
rate passes through the same port area (the same 
core cross-sectional area), the mass flux in the core 
will increase, increasing mass flux-based erosive 
burning. This increased mass flux-based erosive 
burning will set a limit to how much the motor 
length can be increased. 

From Figure 2 another solid rocket motor design 
technique to increase the performance of high power 
and experimentallamateur rockets is to reduce the 
core diameter for a given motor length and diameter. 
Given a fixed motor case length and diameter (a 
fixed motor outside envelope and internal volume), 
if the core diameter is decreased there will be addi- 
tional installed propellant in the motor, thus an 
increased total impulse for the motor. Note that even 
for a high LID motor like that shown in Figure 1, 
once the motor length has been set, decreasing the 
motor core diameter increases the amount of propel- 
lant installed in the motor, increasing the motor 
total impulse. Thus for any motor (short or long, low 
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rosive Burning Motor Design lssues - 2 

For Any Motor Length (Short or Long), Reducing Core Diameter Increases 
Propellant Loading, More Propellant Loaded within Fixed Motor Volume. 
Maximizes Volumetric Loading (Total Impulse Installed within a Fixed Volume). 
lncreased Rocket Flight Performance from Higher Total Impulse Installed within 
Volume or Length Available for Motor. 

How Much Can 
Motor Core Diameter 
BeReduced? 

For Velocity-Based Erosive Burning: 

1) Reduced Core Diameter Reduces 
Port Area (Ap, the Core Cross-Sectional Area). 
Port Area Begins to Approach Fixed Throat Area (A,). 
Port-to-Throat Area Ratio (Ap /Ath) Decreases, 
Core Mach Number Increases. 

2) lncreased Core Mach Number, 
lncreased Velocity-Based Erosive Burning. 

Figure 2. Erosive Burning 

LID or high LID), once the motor length and diame- 
ter and thus the motor volume have been fixed, 
decreasing the core diameter increases the motor 
total impulse. 

As noted previously, for velocity-based erosive 
burning the lower the port-to-throat area ratio, the 
higher the velocity-based erosive burning. If the 
motor throat area is held constant, for essentially 
the same K, and thus essentially the same chamber 
pressure, as the core diameter is decreased the port- 
to-throat area ratio will decrease, increasing veloci- 
ty-based erosive burning. This increased velocity- 
based erosive burning will set a limit to how much 
the core diameter can be decreased. 

From Figure 2, for mass flux-based erosive burn- 
ing as the core diameter is reduced, there is a 
decrease in the mass flow rate in the core because 
the propellant burning surface area in the core 
(ignoring the propellant burning surfaces on the 
sides of the individual grains in Figure 2) is 
decreased. The propellant burning surface area in 
the core is directly proportional to the core radius r, 
(the core propellant burning surface area is equal to 
the circumference of the core [2nrc] times the length 
of the core), as the core diameter decreases the core 
propellant burning surface area decreases. But the 
port area (the core cross-sectional area, nr,2) 
decreases at  a faster rate, as the port area is direct- 
ly proportional to the core radius squared. The net 
effect of a decrease in core diameter is an increase 
in core mass flux, increasing mass flux-based ero- 
sive burning. This increased mass flux-based ero- 
sive burning will set a limit to how much the motor 
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For Mass Flux-Based Erosive Burning: 

1) Reduced Core Diameter Reduces Propellant 
Surface Area, Reducing Core Mass Flow Rate, 
but Port Area (Core Cross-Sectional Area) 
is Reduced at a Greater Rate. 
Result is an Increase in Core Mass Flux. 

2) lncreased Core Mass Flux, lncreased 
Mass Flux-Based Erosive Burning. 

Motor Design Issues - 2. 

core diameter can be decreased. 
How much the motor LID can be increased for a 

given motor diameter, and how much the core diam- 
eter can be decreased for a given motor length and 
volume, are important design issues facing high 
power and experimental/amateur solid rocket motor 
designers. After the basic motor design and the 
overall grain geometry design are completed, the 
motor designer faces a fundamental issue, how 
small or large does the motor core need to be? In 
this article design criteria will be presented for 
velocity-based and mass flux-based erosive burning, 
including combined core Mach number/core mass 
flux design criteria which will allow solid rocket 
motor designers to configure motor cores for either 
essentially non-erosive burning, or to achieve maxi- 
mum recommended, yet conservative erosivity in 
the motor core design. 

Velocity-Based Erosive Burning 

Data showing the typical augmentation of propel- 
lant burning rate with combustion gas velocity for 
composite propellants sensitive to velocity-based 
erosive burning is presented in Figure 3 (reproduced 
from Ref. 1, original reference Ref. 2). The combus- 
tion gas velocity (u,) is the local'velocity of the hot 
gas flow down the core of the solid rocket motor, 
which varies from zero velocity at  the head end of 
the core to a maximum velocity at the aft end of the 
core. The vertical scale is the ratio of the propellant 
burning rate including erosive burning (r, , see Eq. 



Combust ion gas ve loc i ty ,  u f t /sec  
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Figure 3. Typical Effect of Combustion Gas Velocity on Burning Rate Augmentation - Velocity- 
Based Erosive Burning. 

(1)) divided by the non-erosive burning rate (r,). 
rb/ro = 1.0 indicates non-erosive burning. 

Note from Figure 3 that at low velocity the propel- 
lant burning rate actually dips below the assumed 
non-erosive value. This opens up the interesting 
possibility that experimentallamateur rocketeers 
may be performing propellant characterization tests 
with the core gas flow velocities too low, and while 
assuming that they are measuring the non-erosive 
propellant burning rate, are actually measuring a 
lower propellant burning rate from the dip in the 
curve in Figure 3. The present author, for the various 
propellant characterization tests he has participated 
in, has never seen this phenomenon of the dip in 
propellant burning rate shown in Figure 3. 
Experimentallamateur rocketeers when performing 
propellant characterization tests should add addi- 
tional tests to verify that this possible dip in propel- 
lant burning rate shown in Figure 3 is not occurring 
for the propellant being tested. Techniques for 
checking for a possible dip in propellant burning 
rate at low core gas flow velocities when performing 
propellant characterization tests will be presented 
later in this article. 

The threshold velocity (u,,) is the combustion gas 
velocity where velocity-based erosive burning 

ation in threshold velocity between two different 
propellants (Propellants A and B), again emphasiz- 
ing that velocity-based erosive burning is propellant 
dependent, and can vary widely from propellant to 
propellant. 

Using analysis methods that will be subsequently 
presented, the experimentalJamateur rocketeer can 
calculate the local flow velocity at the aft (nozzle) 
end of the core of the solid rocket motor, and can 
compare the flow velocity to the threshold velocity 
as a function of chamber pressure in Figure 3. As 
will be seen the Mach number at the aft end of the 
core, which is the region which has the highest level 
of erosive burning, is a function of the ratio of the 
port area to the throat area. Using the Mach number 
at the aft end of the core as an erosive burning limit 
and design criteria is much more useful than using 
flow velocity, and the present author recommends 
that the Mach number at the aft end of the core be 
used as the primary design criteria for velocity- 
based erosive burning. 

Core Mach Number Design Criteria for 
Velocity-Based Erosive Burning 

Propellant B varies from 1700 ftlsec to 2050 ft/sec 
as a function of chamber pressure. AS shown in burning begins of 1700 ft/sec to 2050 ft/sec 
Figure 3 for Propellant B, the higher the motor ~ h ~ w n  in Figure 3 at first appears quite high. with 
chamber pressure the lower the propellant threshold ~ h ~ k e d  flow at the r ~ ~ ~ l e  throat (Mach 1 at the noz- 
velocity. Figure 3 also shows the possible wide vari- zle throat), the flow in the solid rocket motor core 
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will be subsonic. It should be remembered that the 
temperature of the gas flow in the motor core, due 
to the combustion of the solid propellant, is quite 
high, 2000-6500 OR (1540-6040 OF). Thus the speed 
of sound for the gas flow in the motor core will be 
quite high. 

The speed of sound is a function of the ratio of 
specific heats, a gas constant, and temperature. The 
gas constant (R) is the universal gas constant (R') 
divided by the molecular mass m. 
In SI Units: 

Where: 

a = speed of sound, mlsec 

a= molecular mass, kglkg-mol 

R = gas constant per unit weight, ~1kg-OK 

R' = universal gas constant, 8314.3 Jlkg mol-OK 

7- = absolute temperature, OK 

y = ratio of specific heats, dimensionless 

If English Units are used the molecular mass is 
replaced with molecular weight. To calculate the 
speed of sound for the gas flow in the motor core, 
the ratio of specific heats and the gas constant (the 
universal gas constant divided by the molecular 
mass) for the combustion products making up the 
gas flow in the core are used in Eq. (4). The temper- 
ature used in Eq, (4) is the adiabatic equilibrium 
flame temperature (T,) , the combustion tempera- 
ture. When several values are available from ther- 
mochemical equilibrium theoretical specific impulse 
programs for adiabatic equilibrium flame tempera- 
ture, ratio of specifics heats, and the gas properties 
(typically for the chamber, throat, and nozzle exit), 
the chamber values should be used in Eq. (4) for the 
speed of sound calculations for the gas flow in the 
motor core. 

Table 1 presents speed of sound data for represen- 
tative composite solid propellants, and representa- 
tive high power and experimental/amateur solid 
propellants for the gas flow in the core of a solid 
rocket motor. The propellant adiabatic equilibrium 
flame temperature and gas properties used in Eq. (4) 
for the speed of sound are included in Table 1. Two 
of the propellants are representative composite solid 
propellants taken from Sutton, Rocket Propulsion 
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Elements (Ref. 3), the rest of the propellant data is 
from Appendix A of Parts 1 and 2 of The Solid Rocket 
Motor series (Ref. 4). 

Note from the data in Table 1 that the speed of 
sound for the gas flow in the motor core is primari- 
ly a function of the propellant adiabatic equilibrium 
flame temperature, and that the speed of sound for 
the gas flow in the motor core is quite high, 2000- 
3500 ftlsec. 

Based on the Propellant B data in Figure 3, using 
a representative chamber pressure of 500 psia, a 
representative threshold velocity (ufv) for the onset 
of velocity-based erosive burning is 1950 ftlsec. 
Using a 20% increase in propellant burning rate 
(rb/rO = 1.2) as a reasonable upper bound for maxi- 
mum recommended erosivity for velocity-based ero- 
sive burning, based on the data plotted in Figure 3 
for Propellant B at a chamber pressure of 500 psia, 
the combustion gas velocity (u,) for maximum rec- 
ommended erosivity for velocity-based erosive burn- 
ing is 2500 ftlsec. These two velocity limits can be 
converted to Mach number limits by dividing veloc- 
ity by the speed of sound. 

Mach number for flow in motor core 
based on combustion gas velocity, 
dimensionless 

threshold Mach number for flow in 
motor core based on threshold velocity 
for onset of velocity-based erosive 
burning, dimensionless 

u, = combustion gas velocity, mlsec (ftlsec) 

ufV = threshold velocity for onset of velocity-based 
erosive burning, mlsec (ftlsec) 

Note that the threshold velocity for velocity-based 
erosive burning and the velocity for the maximum 
recommended erosivity can occur anywhere in the 
motor core, but they will be reached first in the high- 
est velocity location in the core which is at  the aft 
(nozzle) end of the core. Thus the Mach number of 
interest is the Mach number at the aft end of the 
core, where the Mach number and the combustion 
gas velocity will be highest and where there will be 
the highest level of velocity-based erosive burning, 



Tc 
(OK) 

(Note 3) 
(Note 4) 

3542.8 

Y 
(Note 4) 

__I 

1.13 

(Ma)& 
(u& = 
1950 
Wsec) 
(Note 5) - 
0.56 

(Ma)g 
(ug = 
2500 
Wsec) 
(Note 6) - 
0.72 

Propellant AeroTech/ISP Tc 
Propellant (OR) 
I.D. Number (Note 3) 
(Notes 1,2) (Note 4) 

a 
(Wsec) 
(Note 4) 

- 
3489.3 AeroTechASP 

High Solids Loading 
High Specific Impulse 

Organic Polymer 
BinderIAPlAL 
18% Binder 
66-78% AP 
4-20% AL 
(Sutton [Ref. 31) 

Polymer Binder1 
APIAL 
12% Binder 
68434% AF' 
4-20% AL 
(Sutton [Ref. 31) 

AeroTech 
Blue Thunder 

AeroTech 
White Lightning 

AeroTech 
Black Jack 

Notes: 
(1) All AeroTechIISP propellants use Hydroxy-Terminated Polybutadiene (HTPB) binder and Ammonium 

Perchlorate (AP) oxidizer. 
(2) First two numbers of Propellant I.D. Number are solids loading. Example; 8843 - 88% solids loading 

(12% HTPB binder). 
(3) Adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature. 
(4) p, = 1000 psia, equilibrium flow. 
(5) Core Mach number for threshold velocity (u,, = 1950 ftlsec) for onset of velocity-based erosive burning. 
(6) Core Mach number for combustion gas velocity for maximum recommended erosivity (u, = 2500 ftlsec) 

for velocity-based erosive burning 

NA = Not Applicable 
AL = aluminum 
AP = ammonium perchlorate 
HTPB = hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene 

Table I. Adiabatic Equilibrium Flame Temperature, Ratio of Specific Heats, Gas Properties, 
Speed of Sound, and Velocity-Based Erosive Burning Threshold and Maximum Recommended 
Erosivity Mach Number Limits for Representative Composite Solid Propellants and High Power 
and ExperimentalIAmateur Solid Propellants. 
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Table 2. Variation of Adiabatic Equilibrium Flame Temperature, Ratio of Specific Heats, 
Gas Properties, and Speed of Sound with Chamber Pressure for Combustion Gas Flow 
for a Representative Composite Solid Propellant. 

and which fortuitously as it turns out is the Mach 
number in the core that is the easiest to calculate. 

Because the core Mach number at the aft end of 
the core is used almost exclusively over the Mach 
numbers elsewhere in the core, the term "core Mach 
number at the aft end of the core" is often truncated 
to just "core Mach number," in particular when 
describing a motor design. It is important to remem- 
ber that when a motor design is stated to have a 
design "core Mach number," this "core Mach number" 
is the Mach number at the aft end of the core at 
motor ignition. 

Core Mach number limits based on the threshold 
velocity for velocity-based erosive burning and the 
velocity for maximum recommended erosivity are 
included for the example propellants in Table 1. 

Note that for the AeroTechIISP propellants in 
Table 1 the adiabatic equilibrium flame tempera- 
ture, ratio of specific heats and gas properties were 
calculated based on p, = 1000 psia, while the repre- 
sentative threshold velocity for the onset of velocity- 
based erosive burning and the maximum recom- 
mended erosivity gas flow velocity were based on p, 
= 500 psia. (Both chamber pressures based on the 
available data.) The chamber pressure for the repre- 
sentative composite solid propellant data from 
Sutton, Rocket Propulsion Elements, was not speci- 
fied. The p, = 1000 psia adiabatic equilibrium flame 
temperature data, ratio of specific heats and gas 
properties data can still be used for the speed of 
sound calculations and the (Ma),, and (Ma), calcula- 
tions in Table 1 because there is little variation in 
the adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature, the 
ratio of specific heats and the gas properties with 
chamber pressure. Table 2 shows the variation in 
the adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature, the 
ratio of specific heats, the gas properties, and the 
speed of sound for the combustion gas flow as a 
function chamber pressure for a representative met- 
alized HTPBIAP composite propellant. Note that 
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decreasing the chamber pressure from 1000 psia to 
500 psia reduces the speed of sound only 0.4%. 

Based on the data presented in Table 1, the pres- 
ent author recommends the following core Mach 
number design criteria for velocity-based erosive 
burning for high power and experimentallamateur 
solid rocket motors: 

Non-Erosive: 

Core Mach Number I 0.50 

Maximum Recommended Erosivity: 

Core Mach Number = 0.70 

From Table 1 it can be seen that many of the pro- 
pellants have a speed of sound for the combustion 
gas flow in the motor core of 3400-3500 ftlsec, 
which when combined with the threshold velocity 
for the onset of velocity-based erosive burning of 
1950 ftlsec, results in a core Mach number of 0.56- 
0.57. For design margin on avoiding the onset of 
velocity-based erosive burning the present author 
sets a non-erosive core Mach number limit that is 
reduced approximately 10% to a core Mach number 
of 0.50. From Table 1 the 2500 ftlsec combustion 
gas velocity for maximum recommended erosivity 
for velocity-based erosive burning, combined with 
the speed of sound of 3400-3500 ftlsec for many of 
the propellants in Table 1, results in a core Mach 
number of 0.72-0.73, rounded down by the present 
author to 0.70. Note from Table 1 that the highest 
adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature propellants 
set the lowest core Mach number limits. For the 
lower adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature pro- 
pellants Table 1 shows that the core Mach number 
limits are higher, thus using core Mach number lim- 
its based on the highest propellant adiabatic equi- 
librium flame temperatures sets conservative core 



Mach number limits for all propellants. 
Could the maximum recommended erosivity core 

Mach number be increased, for a more aggressive' 
design in terms of velocity-based erosive burning? 
As will be shown in the next section, with a core 
Mach number of 0.70 the port area (the core cross- 
sectional area) is only 10% larger than the throat 
area. If the port area is reduced to the throat area, 
the motor will fire nozzleless; i.e. at ignition Mach 1 
will be reached at  the end of the core rather than at 
the throat. Thus with a core Mach number of 0.70 
the port area is nearly as small as the throat area, 
and thus little can be gained from further reductions 
in the port area, and what gains could be made (10% 
or less) would come at the cost of much more risk in 
terms of much higher velocity-based erosive burning 
at  ignition of the motor. 

Core Mach Number as a Function of 
Port-to-Throat Area Ratio 

The Mach number at the aft (nozzle) end of the 
core can be determined from the port area (the core 
cross-sectional area) divided by the throat area (the 
port-to-throat area ratio) using Eq. (7) from Section 
6.5.2 of Space Propukion AnaZysis and Design (Ref. 
5) + 

Where: 

A, = port area (core cross-sectional area), 
m2 (in2) 

A, = nozzle throat area (throat cross-sectional 
area), m2 (in2) 

A, /Afh = port-to-throat area ratio, dimensionless 

Ma = core Mach number at  aft end of core, 
dimensionless 

r, = core radius (circular port), m (in) 

rfh = nozzle throat radius, m (in) 

Eq. (7) gives the core Mach number at  the aft end 
of the core, which as discussed previously is known 

as the "core Mach number." The ratio APIAfh is the 
port-to-throat area ratio, and is a key parameter for 
the motor, as it determines the core Mach number. 

Using Eq. (7) if the desired core Mach number is 
known, and the port-to-throat area ratio (A, /Afh) 
needs to be determined, the core Mach number can 
simply be entered into Eq. (7) to determine the port- 
to-throat area ratio. The more common situation is 
that the port-to-throat area ratio is known, and it is 
the core Mach number that needs to be determined. 
Simple iterative methods can be used to solve Eq. 
(7) for the core Mach number given the port-to- 
throat area ratio, with the simplest method being 
simply iterating the core Mach number from zero 
using an increment of 0.01 until the port-to-throat 
area ratio is matched. 

Note that since Eq. (7) is for the Mach number at 
the aft end of the core for the combustion gas flow 
down the core, that if several ratios of specific heats 
are available, the chamber value should be used, 
versus using the throat or nozzle exit values. 

Note that the derivation of Eq. (7) from Ref. 5 
assumes a constant port area, i.e., a constant cross- 
sectional area, of the core. A more complex method 
for tapered cores is presented in Section 6.5.2 of Ref. 
5. All cores that have erosive burning at ignition 
will have a tapered core later in the burn, and later 
in this article core designs will be presented that 
feature an increase in port area for the grains at  the 
aft end of the motor, but the present author recom- 
mends that Eq. (7) be used for all solid rocket 
motors for determining the core Mach number, with 
the caveat that the equation is exact for constant 
cross-sectional area cores and non-erosive motors, 
and approximate for tapered or staggered cores and 
highly erosive motors. 

Eq. (7) is somewhat complex, and needs to be 
solved iteratively, although the equation can be 
built into motor simulation programs. For core Mach 
number-based erosive burning design criteria the 
core Mach number is only needed at the aft end of 
the core and only at ignition, thus hand calculations 
can be performed using Eq. (7) using the motor 
grain geometry at ignition. Eq. (7) can be solved 
iteratively using hand calculations, but to simplify 
the process the present author has created Figure 4, 
Figure 4 is a plot of the core Mach number as a func- 
tion of APIAfh based on Eq. (7) assuming a ratio of 
specific heats (y) equal to 1.2 (a good representative 
value for solid rocket motors). Experimental/ama- 
teur rocketeers can use Figure 4 for rapid determina- 
tion of core Mach number for a given A, /Afh at  
motor ignition. 

Using Eq. (7), and assuming y = 1.2, the previ- 
ously recommended core Mach number design crite- 
ria can be converted to the following recommended 
port-to-throat area ratios (APIAfh) for velocity-based 
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Figure 4. Nir, as a function of Ap /Ath, y = 1.2. 

erosive burning for high power and experimental1 core). The slope of the core Mach number with port- 
amateur solid rocket motors: to-throat area ratio (APIA,) shown in Figure 4 

becomes very steep for port-to-throat area ratios 
Non-Erosive: approaching 1.0, reaching very high core Mach 

numbers for port-to-throat area ratios less than 
Core Mach Number 2 0.50 1.10. Thus as the port area approaches the throat 

area and the port-to-throat area ratio approaches 
For y = 1.2; APIA, 2 1.36 1.0, the velocity-based erosive burning will become 

very severe, not making it worth taking advantage 
Maximum Recommended Erosivity: of a further possible 10% reduction in port area. 

Core Mach Number = 0.70 
Mass Flux-Based Erosive Burning 

For y = 1.2; APIA, = 1.10 

Note that for the maximum recommended erosiv- 
ity core Mach number of 0.70 the port area is only 
10% larger than the throat area. Little therefore can 
be gained from further reductions in the port area. 
If the port area is reduced to the throat area the 
motor will fire nozzleless (Mach 1 at the end of the 

Figure 5 (reproduced from Ref. 1, original refer- 
ence Ref. 6) shows the typical augmentation of pro- 
pellant burning rate with mass flux for a composite 
propellant sensitive to mass flux-based erosive 
burning. The mass flux shown on the horizontal 
scale is the mass flux over a particular section of the 
propellant. For downstream (towards the nozzle 
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Figure 5. Typical Effect of Mass Flux on Burning Rate Augmentation - Mass Flux-Based Erosive 
Burning. 

end) sections of the propellant grain the mass flux 
over the section arises from the mass flow from non- 
erosive burning, and the additional mass flow from 
any erosive burning that may be occurring further 
upstream in the core. As in Figure 3 the vertical 
scale is the ratio of the propellant burning rate 
including erosive burning (r,) divided by the non- 
erosive burning rate (r,). r, lr, = 1.0 indicates non- 
erosive burning. 

One of the items of interest in Figure 5 is the mass 
flux for the onset of mass flux-based erosive burn- 
ing (the threshold mass flux, G,,). As can be seen in 
Figure 5, the mass flux for the onset of mass flux- 
based erosive burning is a function of chamber pres- 
sure; the higher the chamber pressure the higher the 
mass flux required for the onset of erosive burning. 
Table 3 presents summary data for the threshold 
mass flux for the onset of mass flux-based erosive 
burning based on the data for the representative 
composite propellant plotted in Figure 5. 

Note from Table 3 that the threshold mass flux for 
the onset of mass flux-based erosive burning is the 
same for both p, = 1350 psia and p, = 1500 psia, 
for which the present author has no explanation 
beyond possible scatter in the experimental data. 
The present author recommends that the threshold 
mass flux value of 2.15 lblsec-in2 be used for p, = 
1400 psia, an approximate average of 1350 psia and 
1500 psia. 

The increase with chamber pressure of the thresh- 
old mass flux (G,,) for the onset of mass flux-based 
erosive burning is quite apparent from the data plot- 
ted in Figure 5 and the summary data in Table 3. 
Higher chamber pressures can allow the motor 
designer to design to a higher core mass flux and 

still avoid mass flux-based erosive burning. Also 
apparent from the data plotted in Figure 5 is that a 
core mass flux 5 1.0 lblsec-in2 is non-erosive for all 
chamber pressures for the particular propellant plot- 
ted in Figure 5. The present author proposes that a 
core mass flux 5 1 .O lblsec-in2 will likely be non-ero- 

PC Gtv 
Chamber Pressure Mass Flux for Onset 
(psi$ of Mass Flux-Based 

Erosive Burning 
(lb/sec-in2) 

1500 1 2.15 (Note 1) 

Notes: 
(1) Present author recommends that these two 
data points be replaced with a mass flux of 2.15 
lblsec-in2 at p, = 1400 psia. 

Table 3. Threshold Mass Flux for the Onset of 
Mass Flux-Based Erosive Burning as a Function 
of Chamber Pressure. 
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sive for all solid propellants at  all chamber pres- 
sures. 

Based on the data presented in Figure 5 and Table 
3, the present author recommends the following 
core mass flux design criteria for mass flux-based 
erosive burning for high power and experimentall 
amateur solid rocket motors: 

Non-Erosive: 

p, = 400-600 psia; 
Core Mass Flux I 1.0 Ibtsec-in2 

p, = 800 psia; Core Mass Flux 2 1.75 Iblsec-in2 

p, = 1400 psia; Core Mass Flux 2 2.0 Ibtsec-in2 

Maximum Recommended Erosivity: 

p, = 400 psia; Core Mass Flux = 2.0 Ibtsec-in2 

p, = 600 psia; Core Mass Flux = 2.5 Iblsec-in2 

p, 2 800 psia; Core Mass Flux = 3.0 Iblsec-in2 

Core Mass Flux limits for Maximum 
Recommended Erosivity should not be exceeded 
unless Erosive Burning Characterization Tests 
are performed for propellant. 

To arrive at the above core mass flux design crite- 
ria generally the core mass flux values from Figure 
5 and Table 3 have been rounded to the nearest 0.25 
Iblsec-in2. The present author has also been some- 
what conservative in setting the above design crite- 
ria due to the steep slopes and uncertaintylscatter in 
the data at some chamber pressures for the data 
presented in Figure 5. Generally the maximum rec- 
ommended erosivity core mass flux values are set 
based on a 20% increase in propellant burning rate 
(r, /rO = 1.2), again set conservatively due to the 
steep slopes of the propellant erosive burning rate 
with mass flux at  some chamber pressures. (The 
p, = 400 psia data being an excellent example; if the 
curve is shifted to the left by 0.5 Ibtsec-in2 due to 
variations between propellants, there can be a major 
misprediction in the erosive burning rate.) Note that 
while the p, = 1750 psia data is clearly non-erosive 
at  a core mass flux of approximately 3.0 Iblsec-in2 
and would have a r, lro = 1.2 at 5.0 Ib/sec-in2, the 
data above p, = 800 psia (p, = 1350-1500 psia) is 
inconclusive, and in terms of maximum recom- 
mended erosivity the present author recommends 
that a core mass flux of 3.0 Iblsec-in2 not be exceed- 
ed even at  high chamber pressures unless empirical 
mass flux-based erosive burning data is available 
for the propellant. 
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For the core mass flux design criteria that has 
been presented, the present author recommends 
that the maximum recommended erosivity core 
mass flux limits not be exceeded unless erosive 
burning characterization tests are performed to 
obtain empirical data for mass flux-based erosive 
burning for the particular propellant, to determine 
the actual threshold mass flux for the onset of mass 
flux-based erosive burning, and to determine a rea- 
sonable maximum mass flux limit for mass flux- 
based erosive burning. 

CSXT 08 Propellant Mass Flux-Based 
Erosive Burning Characterization Data 

As part of the motor development program under- 
taken by the Environmental Aerosciences Corpora- 
tion (EAC) for the Civilian Space exploration Team 
(CSXT) experimentallamateur rocket, the first non- 
professional/non-governmental rocket launched into 
space which reached an altitude of 379,900 feet (72 
miles), a series of propellant characterization tests 
were performed by Derek Deville of EAC, with con- 
sultation by the present author, to characterize the 
propellant for the CSXT solid rocket motor. 
Propellant characterization tests for chamber pres- 
sure versus K, and burn rate versus chamber pres- 
sure were performed. Additionally mass flux-based 
erosive burning characterization tests were also per- 
formed, the results from which are presented in 
Figure 6. Figure 6 presents the burn rate versus 
chamber pressure for the CSXT D8 propellant, 
including the basic non-erosive propellant burn 
rate, and the variation of propellant burn rate with 
core mass flux. Note that the mass flux values list- 
ed in Figure 6 are core mass flux. Additionally note 
that using a technique recommended in a later sec- 
tion of this article, the mass flux values listed in 
Figure 6 and referred to below are the initial core 
mass flux at motor ignition at the aft (nozzle) end of 
the core, calculated based on the mass flow rate 
down the core being equal to the propellant flow 
rate, with the propellant flow rate calculated based 
on the propellant non-erosive burning rate at  the 
test chamber pressure (core mass flux at  ignition 
based on non-erosive burn rate). 

Due to the tight development schedule for the 
CSXT solid rocket motor, there was time to perform 
only a limited number of propellant erosive burning 
characterization tests. Thus for the burn rate versus 
chamber pressure and core mass flux data for the 
CSXT D8 propellant presented in Figure 6, both the 
core mass flux and the chamber pressure were var- 
ied during the tests, versus the more rigorous tech- 
nique of performing multiple mass flux tests at  the 
same chamber pressure. The basic non-erosive burn 



CSXT D8 PROPELLANT BURN RATE VERSUS CHAMBER PRESSURE 
WlTH VARIATION WlTH CORE MASS FLUX 
(MASS FLUX-BASED EROSIVE BURNING) 

CHAMBER PRESSURE (psia) 

Figure 6. CSXT D8 Propellant Burn Rate Versus Chamber Pressure with Variation with Core Mass 
Flux. 

rate versus chamber pressure for the D8 propellant 
is shown as a straight line on the log-log plot in 
Figure 6. The p, = 409 psia data point had an initial 
core mass flux of 0.86 lblsec-in2 (less than 1.0 
lblsec-in2, clearly non-erosive), the p, = 933.4 psia 
data point had an initial core mass flux of 1.69 
lblsec-in=. For the p, = 933.4 psia data point the 
core mass flux initially looks high for a non-erosive 
burn rate test, but using the previously presented 
non-erosive core mass flux design criteria with a p, 
= 933.4 psia the threshold core mass flux for the 
beginning of mass flux-based erosive burning would 
be expected to be between 1.75 lblsec-in2 and 2.0 
lblsec-in2, making the p, = 933.4 psia data point 
also non-erosive. 

Note that the data plotted in Figure 6 is the aver- 
age burn rate and the average chamber pressure 
from each of the propellant characterization test 
motors fired. As the propellant characterization test 
motors were designed to produce a nearly flat 
thrust-time curve (a nearly constant thrust and 
chamber pressure), for the non-erosive tests there is 
little error from using the average burn rate and 
average chamber pressure versus any instantaneous 
values for the burn rate and chamber pressure with 
time during each test. Once the threshold mass flux 
for mass flux-based erosive burning is exceed, the 
actual erosive burn rate at ignition of the propellant 
characterization test motor will be higher than the 
average burn rate value shown in Figure 6. The pro- 

pellant characterization test motors were designed 
with a short burn time to minimize this effect, but it 
is important to note that while the threshold mass 
flux for mass flux-based erosive burning from 
Figure 6 is accurate, once mass flux-based erosive 
burning begins the actual erosive burn rate at igni- 
tion of the motor will be higher than the values 
based on average burn rate that are plotted in Figure 
6. Summarizing, it is very difficult and requires 
careful set-up of the propellant characterization test 
to accurately measure the instantaneously high ini- 
tial burn rate when threshold values are exceeded 
and erosive burning is present. 

Note that the characteristic shape of the increase 
in burn rate with mass flux once the threshold mass 
flux is exceeded as was seen in Figure 5 is some- 
what camouflaged in Figure 6, because as the cham- 
ber pressure increases the threshold mass flux for 
mass flux-based erosive burning also increases, see 
Figure 5 and Table 3. But eventually for the data 
plotted in Figure 6 the increase in the core mass flux 
overtakes the increase in the threshold mass flux 
with chamber pressure to create the characteristic 
increased burn rate with mass flux shape which can 
be clearly seen in Figure 6. Note that the threshold 
mass flux at a given chamber pressure is finally 
exceeded at a mass flux of 1.8 lblsec-in2 at a p, = 
1297 psia, values nicely bracketed by the chamber 
pressure/threshold mass flux design criteria for the 
onset of mass flux-based erosive burning presented 
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Table 4. Core Mach Numbers for Test Motors Fired for CSXT D8 Propellant Characterization Tests. 

previously (p, = 800 psia, threshold mass flux 1.75 
Ib/sec-in2; p, = 1400 psia, threshold mass flux 2.0 
lblsec-in2) based on data from Figure 5 and Table 3. 

The core Mach number (core Mach number at  the 
aft end of the core) at ignition for each of the test 
motors fired for the CSXT D8 propellant characteri- 
zation tests are presented in Table 4. The two non- 
erosive test motors and the four mass flux-based 
erosive burning characterization test motors corre- 
spond with the burn rate with chamber pressure and 
mass flux data plotted in Figure 6. 

Note that the core Mach numbers for the non-ero- 
sive test motors were clearly non-erosive (Ma < 
0.50). The core Mach numbers for the erosive burn- 
ing test motors were also non-erosive (Ma < 0.50) in 
terms of velocity-based erosive burning. While the 
erosive burning test motors were non-erosive and 
then erosive in terms of core mass flux, they were 
non-erosive in terms of core Mach number, because 
the point of the tests was to quantify mass flux- 
based erosive burning with no velocity-based ero- 
sive burning present. It's also interesting to note 
that four out of the six core Mach numbers in Table 
4 (core Mach numbers 0.17-0.22) cover the velocity 
region of about one-half the threshold velocity 
( 0 . 5 ~ ~ ~ )  where the dip in the propellant burn rate 
with combustion gas velocity seen in Figure 3 would 
be predicted to occur. It's apparent for the CSXT D8 
propellant data plotted in Figure 6 that for core 
Mach numbers equivalent to one-half the threshold 
velocity to core Mach numbers approaching the 
threshold core Mach number ((Ma),, = 0.50) equiva- 
lent to the threshold velocity, no dip in the propel- 
lant burn rate is apparent in Figure 6. Variations in 
the propellant burn rate are clearly only a function 
of chamber pressure and mass flux. 

important that the non-erosive core Mach number 
and core mass flux design criteria presented previ- 
ously be followed to insure that the propellant char- 
acterization test motors are non-erosive. Previously 
most experimental/amateur rocketeers thought that 
after getting the core Mach number below the 
threshold value (the non-erosive core Mach number 
limit) for velocity-based erosive burning, that the 
lower the core Mach number, the better. The dip in 
propellant burning rate at low combustion gas 
velocities shown in Figure 3 opens up the possibili- 
ty that when performing propellant characterization 
tests that experimental/amateur rocketeers will 
assume that they are measuring the non-erosive 
propellant burning rate, when they may in actuality 
be measuring a lower propellant burning rate from 
the dip in the propellant burning rate versus com- 
bustion gas velocity curve in Figure 3, Clearly all 
non-erosive propellant characterization tests should 
be performed with a core mass flux clearly below the 
threshold mass flux for the onset of mass flux-based 
erosive burning for the chamber pressure at  which 
the test is being performed. Despite the fact that the - 
present author, for the various propellant character- 
ization tests he has participated in, has never seen 
the phenomenon of the dip in propellant burning 
rate shown in Figure 3, and that this dip in propel- 
lant burning rate at low velocitiesllow core Mach 
numbers is not present in the CSXT propellant char- 
acterization data presented in Figure 6, the present 
author recommends for experimental/amateur rock- 
eteers that when performing propellant characteri- 
zation tests for new propellants that two sets of 
tests with the test motors having core Mach num- 
bers of 0.25 and 0.50 be performed to confirm that 
the dip in propellant burning rate at low velocities1 
low core Mach numbers is not present. 

Core Mach Number and Core Mass 
Flux for Non-Erosive Propellant 
Characterization Tests 

When performing propellant characterization 
tests to determine the non-erosive internal ballistic 
characteristics of a propellant (chamber pressure 
versus K, , burn rate versus chamber pressure), it's 
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mended Design 
Erosive Internal Ballistics Simulation 
Programs Combined with Erosive 
Burning Design Criteria 

Non-Erosive Internal Ballistics Simulation 
Programs Combined with Erosive Burning Design 
Criteria 

The detailed modeling of erosive burning in com- 
puter simulations of solid rocket motors is quite 
complex, and even with the creation of detailed ero- 
sive burning models extensive calibration of the 
models is required. Comparisons of predicted thrust- 
time curves with actual thrust-time curves over a 
series of erosive burning tests are required to fully 
calibrate the models. On the other hand there are 
many non-erosive internal ballistics solid rocket 
motor computer simulations available to the high 
power and experimentallamateur rocket communi- 
ties. The first internal ballistics solid rocket motor 
simulation program released to the high power and 
experimentallamateur rocket communities was the 
ENGMOD program developed by the present author 
and Fred Brennion and released in 1988. Many 
internal ballistics solid rocket motor simulation pro- 
grams are now available to high power and experi- 
mentallamateur rocketeers, and many experimen- 
tallamateur rocketeers use MicrosoftTM ExcelTM 
spreadsheets to perform these calculations. 

In internal ballistics solid rocket motor simulation 
programs the motor grain geometry inputs are used 
to calculate the propellant burning surface area. The 
propellant burning surface area is then divided by 
the throat area to determine the motor Kn. Using 
stored or inputted propellant internal ballistic char- 
acteristics (chamber pressure versus Kn , burn rate 
versus chamber pressure), the chamber pressure is 
determined given the Kn . With the chamber pressure 
and atmospheric pressure and using a thrust coeffi- 
cient model the thrust is determined. The chamber 
pressure is then used with the propellant internal 
ballistic characteristics to determine the propellant 
burning rate. With the propellant burning rate 
applied over a given time step the propellant burn- 
ing surfaces are receded, the new propellant burning 
surface area is determined, and the computational 
process begins again until the propellant burning 
surfaces reach the case (or propellant liner) inner 
wall. Note that in these non-erosive internal ballis- 
tics motor simulation programs erosive burning is 
not included, all propellant burning surfaces have 
the same non-erosive propellant burning rate. 

The design method recommended by the present 
author is to combine non-erosive internal ballistics 

solid rocket motor simulation programs with erosive 
burning design criteria. This method takes advan- 
tage of the large body of non-erosive internal ballis- 
tics solid rocket motor simulation programs avail- 
able to high power and experimentallamateur rock- 
eteers, by taking the application of these programs 
to a new level through the application of erosive 
burning design criteria to the design of the motors 
run on the simulation programs. 

Using the recommended combined core Mach 
numberlcore mass flux non-erosive design criteria 
which will be presented, the experimentallamateur 
rocketeer can design solid rocket motors which will 
have little or no erosive burning. These solid rocket 
motor designs can then be run on existing non-ero- 
sive internal ballistics simulation programs for 
accurate predictions of the motor thrust-time curve. 
Combined core Mach numberlcore mass flux design 
criteria will also be presented for the maximum 
amount of erosive burning recommended by the 
present author. Even for these maximum recom- 
mended erosivity motor designs, non-erosive inter- 
nal ballistics solid rocket motor simulation pro- 
grams can be used for the overall design of the 
motor and will produce reasonable predictions for 
the overall total impulse of the motor, although 
there will be substantial mispredictions in the initial 
thrust and the tail-off of the motor due to erosive 
burning. Even for maximum recommended erosivity 
motor designs, combining erosive burning design 
criteria with non-erosive internal ballistics solid 
rocket motor simulation programs can result in an 
effective solution to the erosive burning solid rocket 
motor design problem. 

Erosive Burning Design Criteria Based on Core 
Mach Number and Core Mass Flux at Aft End of 

The highest combustion gas velocity and the 
highest mass flux in the core of a solid rocket motor 
will be reached at the aft (nozzle) end of the core at 
motor ignition. Thus the threshold values for veloc- 
ity (u,,) and mass flux (G,,) for velocity-based ero- 
sive burning and mass flux-based erosive burning 
will be reached first at the aft end of the core. If the 
threshold values for velocity or core mass flux for 
erosive burning are exceeded prior to the aft end of 
the core, the highest velocity-based or mass flux- 
based erosive burning will occur at the aft end of the 
core. As noted in a previous section, core Mach num- 
ber is a much more useful parameter than velocity, 
with the core Mach number also reaching its maxi- 
mum value at the aft end of the core at  motor igni- 
tion. Thus the present author proposes that the only 
core Mach number or core mass flux of interest for 
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These Propellant Burning Surfaces 
Do Not Contribute to Core Mass Flux 

Inhibited Propellant Surfaces 
Do Not Contribute to Core Mass Flux 

Core Mass Flux Based On Mass Flow Rate 
From Upstream Propellant Burning Surfaces 

Core Mass Flux 
at Aft End of Core. 

Commonly Shortened to: 

"Core Mass Flux" 

For Erosive Burning Design Criteria 
Core Mass Flux Based On Core Mass Flow Rate 
Based On Non-Erosive Propellant Burn Rate 

Most Important Core Mass Flux Condition is 
the Highest Core Mass Flux, Which Occurs 
at Aft End of Core at Motor Ignition. 

Figure 7. Propellant Burning Surfaces Contributing to Core Mass Flux at Aft End of Core. Core Mass 
Flux Based on Non-Erosive Burn Rate. 

erosive burning design criteria are the core Mach 
number and core mass flux at the very end (the aft 
end) of the core at motor ignition. 

The core Mach number at the aft end of the core 
is determined using Eq. (7). The core Mach number 
design criteria, based on the core Mach number at  
the aft end of the core, were presented previously. 

Core Mass Flux at  Aft End of Core Based on Non- 
Erosive Burn Rate 

Figure 7 shows the mass flows from the various 
propellant burning surfaces which combine to form 
the total mass flow rate for the core mass flux at  the 
aft end of the core. Any inhibited propellant surfaces 
do not contribute to the core mass flux. Note that 
the aft-facing propellant surfaces located aft (down- 
stream) of the end of the core do not contribute to 
the mass flow rate in the core, and hence do not con- 
tribute to the core mass flux. 

An important technique now introduced by the 
present author is to calculate the core mass flux at 
the aft end of the core (the "core mass flux" for the 
motor) for motor ignition only, and to base the core 
mass flux on the propellant flow rate based on the 
non-erosive burn rate. The highest core mass flux, 
and thus the highest mass flux-based erosive burn- 
ing will be at motor ignition. Using the mass flow 
rate down the core based on the non-erosive burn 
rate greatly simplifies the calculation of the core 
mass flux, since including the effect that upstream 
erosive burning increases the mass flux for down- 
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stream propellant surfaces greatly complicates the 
calculation of the core mass flux. If the core mass 
flux limit for a given chamber pressure for non-ero- 
sive burning is not exceeded, then the fact that the 
core mass flux calculations were done assuming a 
non-erosive propellant burning rate will have no 
effect since there will be no erosive burning anyway. 
Using the recommended core mass flux design crite- 
ria and through experience the experimentallama- 
teur rocketeer can calibrate what level of core mass 
flux based on non-erosive propellant burning rates 
produces acceptable levels of erosive burning. 

From conservation of mass, the mass flow rate 
through the aft end of the core will be equal to the 
mass flow rate of the propellant being consumed 
from the propellant burning surfaces. Including only 
the propellant burning surfaces upstream of the aft 
end of the core, and as recommended by the present 
author using the non-erosive propellant burning 
rate (r,), the core mass flux equation, Eq. (3), 

Eq. (3): G = nitb/AP 

and the core mass flow rate now become; 

Where: 

A', = propellant burning surface area 
upstream of aft end of core, m2 (in2) 



(Propellant burning surface areas 
downstream of aft end of core shown in 
Figure 7 are not included.) 

pp = propellant density, kg/m3 (lb/in3) 

Since the propellant burning surface area down- 
stream of the aft end of the core that is not includ- 
ed in A', (shown in Figure 7) is a small part of the 
total propellant burning surface area (A,), for quick 
approximate calculations the propellant mass flow 
rate based on the total propellant burning surface 
area A, can be used in place of the propellant mass 
flow rate based on A', in Eqs. (8) and (9), which also 
allows the core mass flux calculations to be tied 
directly to the motor Kn. 

With n?, = n?', , Eqs. (3), (8) and (9) now become; 

Where: 

A, = propellant burning surface area, m2 (in2) 
(All propellant burning surfaces.) 

A, = nozzle throat area (throat cross-sectional 
area), m2 (in2) 

Kn = propellant burning surface area divided by 
throat area (A, /Ath), dimensionless 

n ib  = propellant mass flow rate, kg/sec (lblsec) 
(Total propellant mass flow rate from all 
propellant burning surfaces.) 

Combined Core Mach NumberICore Mass Flux 
Erosive Burning Design Criteria 

The present author recommends that combined 
core Mach ' numberlcore mass flux erosive burning 
design criteria be used for high power and experi- 
mentallamateur solid rocket motors. As shown in 
Figure 8 the combined core Mach numberlcore mass 
flux erosive burning design criteria should be 
applied as follows: 

(1) The solid rocket motor should have a constant 
core diameter from the head end to the aft end of the 
core. 

(2) The initial sizing of the core port-to-throat area 
ratio (A, /Afh) is based on the non-erosive or maxi- 

mum recommended erosivity core Mach numbers 
and port-to-throat area ratio values presented previ- 
ously and repeated in Figure 8. The core Mach num- 
ber limits are based on the core Mach number at the 
aft end of the core (Eq. (7)) at  motor ignition. 

(3) The initial (at motor ignition) core mass flux at 
the aft end of the core is determined based on the 
non-erosive propellant burning rate (Eqs. (8) and 
(g)), with the propellant burning surfaces aft of the 
end of the core not included (see Figure 7). For 
approximate calculations the entire propellant burn- 
ing surface area can be used to calculate the core 
mass flux (Eqs. (10)-(12)). 

(4) A design point core mass flux for the motor is 
established based on recommended non-erosive or 
maximum recommended erosivity core mass flux 
values presented previously and repeated in Figure 
8. 

(5) The initial core mass flux at the aft end of the 
core is checked against the desired design point core 
mass flux. If the design point core mass flux is 
exceeded, the motor core is opened up (the motor 
core diameter is increased) until the initial core 
mass flux is reduced to the design point core mass 
flux value. 

The primary advantage of using combined core 
Mach numberlcore mass flux erosive burning design 
criteria for either non-erosive or maximum recom- 
mended erosivity motor designs is that irregardless 
of whether the motor propellant is susceptible to 
velocity-based or mass flux-based erosive burning, 
provisions for both have been included as both core 
Mach number limits and core mass flux limits have 
been considered in the sizing of the motor core. 

Constant Core Mass Flux Core Design 

An improved solid rocket motor core design pro- 
posed by the present author, that for a given level of 
erosivity maximizes the length and thus LID of a 
motor, or maximizes the amount of propellant 
installed in a motor for a given length, is the con- 
stant core mass flux core design. Once a level of ero- 
sivity is established for the overall motor design, the 
constant core mass flux core design maximizes the 
amount of installed propellant to maximize the per- 
formance of the motor. 

As shown in Figure 9, when using a constant core 
mass flux core design, once a design point core 
mass flux is achieved based on the level of erosivity 
the motor is being designed to, the core is then 
opened up (the core diameter is increased) to main- 
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sign Criteria 
iameter Cores 

Step 1 : 

Initial Core Diameter Sized Based On Core Mach Number and Core Mass Flux 
Core Mach Number Conditions are at Motor Ignition 

Non-Erosive; Ma = 0.50 
y = 1.2; APIAth = 1.36 

Max Erosive; Ma = 0.70 

Core Mass Flux Values Based on 
Non-Erosive Propellant Burn Rate 

Maintain Constant Core Diameter 
From Head End to Aft End of Core 

Step 2: 

Check Core Mass Flux at Aft End of Core 

If Core Mass Flux at Aft End of Core Higher Than Design Point Core Mass Flux, 
Increase Core Diameter to Reduce Core Mass Flux to Design Point Value. 

Design Point Core Mass Flux (Recommended Values) 

Non-Erosive; p, = 400-600 psia 
p, = 800 psia 
p, = 1400 psia 

Max Erosive; p, = 400 psia 
p, = 600 psia 
p, 2 800 psia 

Figure 8. Combined Core Mach NumberICore 

Core Mass Flux 1 1.0 Iblsec-in2 
Core Mass Flux 1 1.75 Iblsec-in2 
Core Mass Flux 1 2.0 Iblsec-in2 

Core Mass Flux = 2.0 Iblsec-in2 
Core Mass Flux = 2.5 Iblsec-in2 
Core Mass Flux = 3.0 Iblsec-in2 

Vlass Flux Erosive Burning Design Criteria for Motors 

tain the same core mass flux down the rest of the 
core. As more propellant burning surface area is 
added down the core, the core has to be proportion- 
ately opened up to hold the core mass flux constant. 

As shown in Figure 9 the constant core mass flux 
core design is implemented as follows: 

(1) Initially a constant core diameter is used from 
the head end to the aft end of the core. 

(2) The initial sizing of the core port-to-throat area 
ratio (A, /A,) is based on the non-erosive or maxi- 
mum recommended erosivity core Mach numbers 
and port-to-throat area ratio values presented previ- 
ously and repeated in Figure 9. 

(3) A design point core mass flux for the motor is 
established based on recommended non-erosive or 
maximum recommended erosivity core mass flux 
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values presented previously and repeated in Figure 
9. 

(4) Based on the non-erosive propellant burning 
rate, the point down the core where the design point 
core mass flux is achieved is identified. For each 
point down the core where the core mass flux is cal- 
culated, only the upstream propellant burning sur- 
faces are included in the calculated core mass flux. 

(5) Once the design point core mass flux is achieved, 
the core diameter is increased to increase the port 
area (the core cross-sectional area) to maintain a 
constant core mass flux at the design point core 
mass flux value. 

(6) All core mass flux values, and the opening up of 
the core to maintain a constant core mass flux, are 
based on the ignition core mass flux and the initial 
core geometry at  ignition. 



Constant Core Mass Flux Core 

(7) For the BATES grains used in the generic motor 
design presented in Figure 9, the last grain intersec- 
tion upstream of the point where the design point 
core mass flux is achieved sets the point where all 
downstream grains will have their core diameters 
increased. Once the design point core mass flux is 
achieved, the core mass flux halfway down the 
length of each grain determines the required core 
diameter for each grain to maintain the constant 
core mass flux. 

For the BATES grain generic motor design pre- 
sented in Figure 9 the core mass flux versus motor 
length will "stair-step" in discrete steps as each sub- 
sequent grain core diameter increases based on the 
core mass flux halfway down the length of each 
grain. Note that the constant core mass flux core 
design can also be used for monolithic grains, where 
the port area can be gradually increased once the 
design point core mass flux is achieved, versus the 
step-wise increase in core diameter for the BATES 
grains in Figure 9. 

Effect of Core Complexity on Ap = xrc2 
Erosive Burning 

X = Q2 1 (47cAp) = (2xrC)2 / (47c2r,2) = 1 .O 
An important note for the erosive burning materi- 

al presented previously in this article is that the 
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Core Mach Number and Core Mass Flux 
Design Point Conditions are at Motor Ignition 

Core Mass Flux Values Based on 
Non-Erosive Propellant Burn Rate 

Provides Maximum Motor Length, 
Minimum Motor Core Diameter, 
Maximum Propellant Loading for 
a Given Level (Design Point) of 
Erosive Burning 

Core Diameter Increased Past This Point 
to Maintain Constant 

I 

Design Point Core Mass Flux Achieved 1 Initial Core Diameter Based On 
Design Point Core Mach Number 

Design Point Core Mass Flux (Recommended Values) Non-Erosive; M, = 0.50 
Non-Erosive; p, = 400-600 psia Core Mass Flux 51.0 Iblsec-in2 y = 1.2; APIAth = 1.36 

p, = 800 psia Core Mass Flux 5 1.75 Iblsec-in2 
p, = 1400 psia Core Mass Flux 5 2.0 Iblsec-in2 Max Erosive; Ma = 0.70 

y = 1.2; APIAth= 1.10 
Max Erosive; p, = 400 psia Core Mass Flux = 2.0 Iblsec-in2 

p, = 600 psia Core Mass Flux = 2.5 Iblsec-in2 
p, 1 800 psia Core Mass Flux = 3.0 Iblsec-in2 

Figure 9. Constant Core Mass Flux Core Design. 

velocity-based and mass flux-based erosive burning 
data presented in Figures 3 and 5, the core Mach 
number and core mass flux erosive burning design 
criteria developed from the data in Figures 3 and 5 
and Tables 1 and 3, and the example mass flux- 
based erosive burning data for the CSXT propellant 
presented in Figure 6, are all for solid rocket motors 
with cylindrical cores (circular ports). Eq. (1 3) (from 
Ref. 1, original reference Ref. 7) provides a relative 
measure of configuration complexity for the core of 
a solid rocket motor. 

Where: 

Q = burning perimeter of grain, m (in) 

X = configuration factor, dimensionless 

For a grain with a circular port; 



Where: 

r, = core radius (circular port), m (in) 

Thus a circular port has a configuration factor 
(X) of 1 .O. For a non-circular port the configuration 
factor will be over 1.0. Generally grain geometries 
with more complex cores (a higher configuration 
factor) will be more susceptible to erosive burning, 
and will have more severe erosive burning if 
threshold Mach number or threshold core mass 
flux values are exceeded. Because of this core com- 
plexity effect, when designing motors with non-cir- 
cular ports the erosive burning characterization 
tests for the motor propellant should be performed 
using test motors with the same core shape and 
the same configuration factor. If erosive burning 
characterization data for a propellant is based on 
test motors using cylindrical cores, and the propel- 
lant is then used in a motor using a grain design 
with a more complex core with a much higher con- 
figuration factor, significant errors in the predicted 
erosive burning may result. 

Kn 

LID 

- 
M 
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Summary 

A solid rocket motor design method for high 
power and experimentallamateur rocket motors 
was presented where non-erosive internal ballis- 
tics solid rocket motor simulation programs are 
combined with erosive burning design criteria for 
the effective consideration of erosive burning 
design issues in the design of high power and 
experimentallamateur solid rocket motors. Design 
criteria for non-erosive and maximum recommend- 
ed erosivity for velocity-based and mass flux-based 
erosive burning were presented. The use of core 
Mach number as a design criteria for velocity- 
based erosive burning, the use of the core Mach 
number and core mass flux at the aft end of the 
core as design criteria, and the basing of the core 
mass flux design criteria on the core mass flow 
rate based on the non-erosive propellant burning 
rate were presented. Combined core Mach num- 
berlcore mass flux erosive burning design criteria 
were presented, which allow the effective design of 
non-erosive and erosive solid rocket motors 
whether the motor propellant is sensitive to 
velocity-based or mass flux-based erosive burning. 
Finally, a constant core mass flux core design was 
presented that once a given level of erosivity or 
non-erosivity has been set, maximizes the amount 
of propellant in a solid rocket motor and hence 
maximizes the motor performance. 0 

Glossary 

coefficient of pressure, also called burning rate constant 

speed of sound, mlsec 

propellant burning surface area, m2 (in2) 

propellant burning surface area upstream of aft end of core, m2 (in2) 

port area (core cross-sectional area), ma (in2) 

nozzle throat area (throat cross-sectional area), m2 (in2) 

port-to-throat area ratio, dimensionless 

mass flux, kglsec-m2 (lblsec-in2) 

threshold mass flux for the onset of mass flux-based erosive burning, 
kglsec-m2 (lblsec-in2) 

propellant burning surface area divided by throat area (Ab IA,), dimensionless 

Length-to-Diameter ratio, dimensionless 

molecular mass, kglkg-mol 



core Mach number at aft end of core, dimensionless 

Mach number for flow in motor core based on combustion gas velocity, dimensionless 

threshold Mach number for flow in motor core based on threshold velocity for onset of 
velocity-based erosive burning, dimensionless 

propellant mass flow rate, kg/sec (lblsec) 

propellant mass flow rate upstream of mass flux location, kg/sec (lblsec) 

burning rate pressure exponent 

chamber pressure, Pa (lb/in2) 

burning perimeter of grain, m (in) 

gas constant per unit weight, J/kg-OK 

universal gas constant, 83 14.3 J/kg mol-OK 

propellant burning rate, mlsec (inlsec) 

core radius (circular port), m (in) 

addition to propellant burning rate due to erosive burning, mlsec (inlsec) 

nozzle throat radius, m (in) 

non-erosive propellant burning rate, m/sec (in/sec) 

absolute temperature, O K  

adiabatic equilibrium flame temperature (combustion temperature), O K  (OR) 

combustion gas velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 

threshold velocity for onset of velocity-based erosive burning, m/sec (ftlsec) 

configuration factor, dimensionless 

ratio of specific heats, dimensionless 

propellant density, kg/m3 (lb/in3) 
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